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Inclusive
Athletic
Authentic
Iconic
Disruptive
Bold
Empowering

BRAND
ESSENCE



BRAND
POSITIONING

We don’t require Fandom. Perfection. 
Fame. No matter who you are, where 
you come from, or how you move. 

Move with purpose
Move freely
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CORE 
VALUES

Movement

Experimentation

Activism

Whether you’re moving your body or 
moving a nation, we always aim to move 
in the direction of progress.

We are fueled by the challenger mindset 
and spark fresh ideas because sameness 
is the enemy of greatness.

We use our voice to look our for each other 
and build a world which ensures that sport 
and human rights are afforded by all.
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125 years of performance

7

J.W. Foster & Sons Workshop, 1929

JW Foster (far right), his son James (left, standing),  
and son Billy (far left with his back to the camera)



JW Foster entered the running shoe market in Bolton, England in 1895, when 
he designed one of the earliest spiked running shoes at age 14. In 1896, Foster 
made his first pair of running pumps and founded his business, J.W. Foster. 

Foster’s sons, John and James, later joined the family company and changed 
the name to J.W. Foster & Sons. The next generation — James’ sons, Jeff and 
Joe — joined in 1948 and 1952, respectively. 

After a few years of stagnation, Jeff and Joe Foster branched off from the 
family name and started Mercury Sports Footwear. The company was later 
re-named Reebok, after the grey African antelope, rhebok. The newly named 
company emerged from the Foster family’s initial vision to create exceptional 
athletic shoes, and went on to become the original global fitness brand.

Foster’s Running Pumps featured spikes on the soles and were designed 
for runners and athletes to perfectly grip the ground and improve running 
performance. 

The shoes were first worn in the 1908 Olympic Games, and during the 1924 
Summer Olympic Games,  British runners Harold Abrahams and Eric Liddell 
won the gold for the 100m wearing a pair of J.W. Foster shoes.

THE BEGINNING
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9TIMELINE

1958
Joe and Jeff Foster, J.W Foster’s grandsons, 
found Reebok in England, named after a type 
of African antelope, Rhebok.

1970s
Reebok lands  five-star ratings from Runner’s 
World for the Azetec and the 10K, enabling 
Reebok to enter the North American market

Paul Fireman becomes majority stake holder 
in Reebok

Reebok’s U.S business increases and brand 
penetrates new markets, selling in over 28 
countries worldwide

1980s
Reebok releases the Club C 
shoe range, becoming the 
most popular Reebok shoe to 
date

The Reebok Classic Leather is released

Reebok takes over No. 1 market 
share in US shoe sales and 
achieves $1 billion mark in 
worldwide retail sales

The iconic Alien Stomper shoe, worn 
by Sigourney Weaver in the 1986 film 
Aliens, embodies Reebok’s ongoing 
relationship with women and its daring 
attitude

Reebok establishes the Reebok 
Human Rights Award

Reebok drops the Pump shoe making Reebok 
a household name in basketball

1990s
Reebok signs a multi-year  endorsement 
deal with Shaquille O’Neal and Allen 
Iverson. Their first drops, Shaqnosis 
and The Question, were introduced, 
respectively

The Instapump Fury is introduced, a 
laceless shoe that leverages Pump 
technology and key innovations like 
Hexalite and Graphlite

2000s
Reebok collaborates with Jay-Z, 50 Cent, 
and other entertainers under the RBK line

Jay-Z’s S. Carter’s went to market with 
10,000 pairs selling out within hours, 
making it the fastest selling model in 
Reebok history

Reebok signs long-term and league-
wide partnership deals with the NFL, 
NHL, NBA, and MLB 

Allen Iverson becomes a lifetime Reebok 
ambassador

2010s
The Be More Human brand campaign 
launches, focusing on inspiring individuals to 
push themselves out of their comfort zone to 
reach their full potential

Launch of ZigTech featuring a dynamic 
new zig-zag midsole designed to 
delivery energy return

2020s

2022

Reebok elevates its game as Kerby Jean-Raymond, 
founder of Pyer Moss, brings the heat through 
collaboration capsules

Reebok announces the return of Reebok 
Human Rights Award program in partnership 
with Alabama State University and the 
American Civil Liberties Union

Collaborations with Victoria Beckham and 
Maison Margiela bring Reebok to new heights 
and expand the brand onto luxury platforms

Authentic Brands Group acquires Reebok

Reebok launches a                         game changing 
shoe, the Freestyle,                           designed  
specifically for female                   athletes 
and women worldwide.                            It was 
famously worn by Cybill Shepard at the 1985 
Emmys.
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Becoming a pop-culture icon
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FOOTWEAR ICONS
CLASSIC LEATHER

Heritage Running

1983

CLUB C
Heritage Court

1985

BB4000
Heritage Basketball

1986

PUMP
Performance Basketball

1989

FLOAT
Performance Running

2017

NANO
Training

2011

ZIG
Style Running

2010
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CLASSIC
LEATHER

Est. 1983

The Classic Leather, designed by Paul Brown and 
Steve Liggett, made its first appearance in the fall of 
1983. Liggett, Joe Foster, and David Foster refer to 
the Classic Leather as coming from either the Aztec 
or the Classic running shoes. 

“And for the inspiration for any of these early 
products ... we knew that a running shoe was 
a running shoe. If we just made it all in leather 
people could wear it causally. “ Steve Liggett

Archive Sample, 1983

Print Ad, Classic Leather, 1985 Product Catalog, Classic Leather, 1985
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CLUB C
The beginnings of the Club C story starts in 1985. The shoe 
was released as the “everyday” tennis player’s shoe. Playing 
with white garment leather, the shoe maintained traditional 
tennis styling while utilizing Reebok’s signature material. 
The shoe was never intended for professional play but was 
designed to be a staple for the casual player. The Club C 
was born on the courts, adopted by the streets, and is now 
considered an essential in every consumers closet.

Product Confirmation Card, Club Champion, 1987

Product Confirmation Card, Love, 1987

30th Anniversary Club C, 2016

Print Ad, Club C, 1992

Print Ad, Phase 1, 1985

Est. 1985
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THE PUMP
During the mid 1980s, a small team was tasked with working on 
new technologies that could push Reebok even further with the 
consumer, and is now known as Reebok Advanced Concepts 
(RAC). Their Pump technology created a tightened, customized fit 
by utilizing a Pump Full-Foot Chamber System instead of laces and 
lightweight GraphLite material in lieu of a midsole. 

The technology improved through the years and in 1994 the 
InstaPump was released. Over 20 years later, the InstaPump Fury 
is still celebrated as an aesthetic and technical achievement in 
footwear.

Est. 1989
PumpFury Design Sketch, 1992

InstaPump Fury Original Packaging, 1994

Print Ad, Pump, 1989

Print Ad, Pump, 1990

The Pump, 1989

Print Ad, Pump Types, 1989

Technology Catalog, 1994
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NANO
Reebok’s goal was to create the first ever true cross-training  
shoe which gives athletes the support and performance they 
need during a workout. During the development of the shoe, 
Reebok consulted with cross-training athletes and made them 
part of the design and testing process. Even the name came 
from the community and its will to compete, even if it was 
winning by just a nano second.

Est. 2011

Archive Sample, Nano 1, 2011

Rich Froning, Nano 9.0, 2019

CrossFit Games Spec Sheet, 2019 (L); Nano Fact Sheet, 2015 (R)

CrossFit Games, Stacie Tovar, 2015

One of the key features of the first Nano is the U-form technology, which cradles the 
foot. By heating the shoe, the material softens and the U-Form material adjusts to the 
shape of your foot providing a custom fit. The toebox is extra wide and protected by 
Duragrip technology, a durable coating which protects the toe during rope climbs. The 
outer edges of the rubber sole features a special tread that helps to grip 
rope more easily. The midsole is made of EVA, and the shoe 

has a 4mm heel to toe drop which provides 
stability and keeps the athlete close to 

the ground.
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LUX 
RACER BRA

2021

LUX 
TIGHT

2017

APPAREL ICONS

STRENGTH 
SHORT

2021

LUX
HOODIE

2020

VECTOR 
TRACK SUIT

1993

BACK VECTOR
HOODIE

2022

ATHLETE
TEE
2022
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VECTOR
TRACK

After the introduction of the Vector logo in April 1993, the first 
iteration of what would eventually be nicknamed the iconic Vector 
Track soon followed in the Fall 1993. These angular color-blocked 
jackets from the late 1980s through the beginning of the 90s were 
instrumental in creating the tremendous brand recognition Reebok 
is known for today. 

By 1994, the Vector Track was making a global imprint as it was worn 
by the top athletes from the soccer field to the Olympic stage. The 
original suit is still widely recognizable and the modern Vector Track 
continues to be beloved by Reebok fans.

Est. 1993

Print Ad, Vector Track, 1994 Print Ad, Shawn Kemp, 1995

Print Ad, Olympics, 1994

Vector Jacket Sample, 1994
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PUMP
BASKETBALL, RUNNING, TRAINING, COURT

Bladders are integrated into the 
tongue or built into upper panels

1983

HEXALITE
BASKETBALL, RUNNING, TRAINING

Hex shaped cushioning pods

1990

ERS
COURT, RUNNING

The Energy Return System (ERS)
Hytrell tubes with outsole tech

1988

FLOAT RIDE 
RUNNING, WALKING, TRAINING, LIFESTYLE

Three distinct ‘super foams’ 
 Sekisui  lightweight foam midsoles

2017

CUSHIONING
COMFORT
SUSTAINABLE

19

TECH ZIG
RUNNING,  LIFESTYLE

Wrapped foam with energy bands  
and Zig shaped midsole 

2010

DMX
 RUNNING, WALKING, BASKETBALL

Dynamax (DMX) uses adaptive 
cushioning (dynamic moving air)

1997  
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FOR THE WIN
TOP VERSATILE TRAINER

Nano X1 Training Shoes | Reebok x Les Mills

2022

BEST GYM SHOES
Nano X1 Training Shoes

2021

TOP VERSATILE TRAINER
Classic Leather Legacy AZ Shoes

2021

BEST GYM SHOES
Nano X1 Training Shoes

2021

BEST ALL-AROUND TRAINER
Nano X1 Crossfit

2021

BEST DEAL
Floatride Energy 3

2021

BEST WALKING SNEAKER
DailyFit DMX

2021

TECH AWARD
Thermowarm+Graphene Zip-Up Jacket

 2021
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Freestyle Hi Rise Nylon, 1997



22MOVEMENT MAKERS
Encouraging and empowering those who 
are not afraid to take chances and find 
the greatness within themselves. Fit, fun, 
adventure seekers who are connected to 
the world around them.
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Reebok’s Movement Makers showcases loyalty and passes 
on the tradition of wearing Reebok from generation to 
generation. They are confident in their choices and express 
themselves through Reebok’s ability to offer bold pieces 
and timless classics.

AGES 16-50

35 - 50

16 - 34

TARGET AUDIENCE

23
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STRATEGIC RETAIL 
PARTNERS
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GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION
PARTNERS

Accent Group Limited
Australia & New Zealand

Aditya Birla Fashion &  
Retail Limited

India, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Napal, Sri Lanka

Al Boom Marine
GCC, Middle East, North Africa

Bounty Apparel
South Africa

CRC Sports
Thailand

Distrinando
Argentina

The Falic Group
Latin America

HSV Group
Vietnam & Cambodia

MGS 
Israel

New Guards Group
Europe

PT Mitra
Indonesia

SM Retail
Philippines

SPARC Group
USA

Trend Marketing 
Canada

Tristate Holdings Limited
China, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan



Reebok has formed a long-term strategic luxury partnership with 
New Guards Group, stepping up our game. The comprehensive 
partnership names New Guards as the core operating partner 
across Europe, where it will take on branded retail stores and 
e-commerce operations and drive wholesale distribution.

The agreement includes footwear, sportswear and activewear 
for men, women and kids. It also appoints New Guards as the 
exclusive partner to create, curate and bring-to-market luxury  
collaborations and to distribute premium Reebok products to 
leading fashion and specialty accounts in over 50 countries 
including the United States, Canada and across Europe.

LUXURY 
PARTNER

27
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REEBOK.COM
Reebok.com is the global flagship showcasing the 
Reebok lifestyle and breadth of the brand. It brings 
directly to consumer exclusive product offerings 
and curated shoppable athletic and streetwear 
collections, as well as a customized experience for 
each global site.

125M+
MONTHLY

PAGE VIEWS
(GLOBALLY)
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[REE]TAIL 

Reebok’s in-store environments focus on selling 
product, but also present in-person storytelling. Retail 
should be an enriched experience; a visual expression 
of the innovation that fuels Reebok, as well as a sought-
out destination for product and inspiration. From the 
interior installations to the aesthetic of the exterior, 
everything is immersive and unmistakably Reebok.

Union Square, New York City

Shibuya, Tokyo



30MOVEMENT 

Movement embodies the overall approach of design both in 
a physical sense and emotional. It inspires people to enter, 
explore, experiment, learn, and partake.

It is the intention that movement, experimentation, and 
activism are brought to the consumer through Reebok’s 
belief that Life Is Not A Spectator Sport.
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MEN’S & WOMEN’S 
APPAREL

KID’S APPAREL

MEN’S BIG & TALL

OUTERWEAR

SWIMWEAR

HOISERY

UNDERWEAR

WATCHES

EYEWEAR

BAGS

FITNESS EQUIPMENT 
& ACCESSORIES

BEDDING

PRODUCT
CATEGORIES

32
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PR & EARNED MEDIA
70.5B+

ANNUAL
IMPRESSIONS

(2021)

34
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CELEBS IN REEBOK
EMILY RATAJKOWSKI

MICHAEL B. JORDAN

LUKA SABBAT

SYDNEY SWEENEY

JOE JONAS

SOFIA RICHIE

ADDISON RAE

AMELIA HAMLIN

GABRIELLE UNION

REESE WITHERSPOON CHLOË SEVIGNY

35
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 IMPRESSIONS
33 M+

2.1 M+
ENGAGEMENT

S
O

C
IA

L M
ED

IA
FO

LLO
W

ER
S

 
10 M

704 K

3.8 M

165 K

54.5 K

2.93K

14.7M+14. 36
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TEAMS &
COLLABORATORS
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GLOBAL TEAMS

In 2018, Reebok announced the formation of the Reebok Boston 
Track Club, a pro running club which competes in elite running 
competitions around the world and inspires new Reebok product 
through hands-on research.
 
Members of the RBTC relocated from various cities and countries 
around the globe to Charlottesville, Virginia where they have since 
been training full-time under the watchful eyes of Head Coach 
Chris Fox and Assistant Coach Adam Smith.

Midnight Runners began when a couple of friends went for a late-
night run with a small speaker. A year later, 100+ people were 
gathering every week. Now, Midnight Runners is in over 14 cities 
worldwide and over 10,000 active members.

One pillar of Reebok Running is to help support and grow the 
running community. With this strategic partnership, Reebok gains 
insight on how to improve performance product — direct from the 
source — and runners around the world can strengthen their own 
performance alongside  a community of advocates.

In 2010, Reebok seized an opportunity to be the world’s first brand 
dedicated wholly to the sport of fitness and dedicated itself to 
the kind of fitness that forms a deeper connection to what we 
can do and who we are. The Fit Generation was ready to take full 
advantage of Reebok’s tough fitness mentality and it became 
Reebok’s mission to help make the change and move toward a 
belief that we are better together. 

Together with LesMills, Reebok has not only expanded their 
apparel, footwear, and gear, but brought group fitness to further 
heights through elevated programs that enhance performance 
and push limits.

REEBOK BOSTON 
TRACK CLUB
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REEBOK ATHLETES
SHAQUILLE O’NEAL

ANNIE THORISDOTTIRFEEROOZEH SAGHAFI

MYLES GARRETT

SAXON PANCHIK

MONTREZL HARRELL

JULIE ERTZ

JUSTYN KNIGHT

JUSTIN FRONING

HALEY ADAMS

JOSETTE NORRIS

ALLEN IVERSON

40
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SHAQUILLE
O’NEAL

Taking a chance on a then relatively unknown 20 
year old, Reebok signed the incoming NBA draft 
rookie Shaquille O’Neal as it’s first-ever signature 
athlete in any sport. Since the signing, Shaq has 
partnered with Reebok on multiple lines — most 
famously with Shaq Attaq and Shaqnosis — and 
continues to support the brand as an investor.

41
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The Shaq line debuted in 1992 with the Shaq Attaq 
1 and is arguably the most popular sneaker from 
Shaquille. 
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ALLEN IVERSON

Before, during, and after his career, Allen Iverson was who he 
was and was unapologetic about it every step of the way. He 
was declared for the 1996 NBA draft after only two seasons 
at university and became the shortest first overall pick ever 
at 6 feet tall. The hype around his NBA career landed him his 
first 1-year contract with Reebok before his Rookie season 
even started. Allen went on to become a lifetime partner with 
Reebok creating signature sneaker and apparel lines and is 
credited with starting trends that became synonymous as 
the “basketball player aesthetic.”

43
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Reebok released the Question, the first signature shoe 
for Allen Iverson, in 1996. The Answer was released in 
1997 and marked the beginning of an iconic line of shoes 
that lasted until 2014 with Answer VII. 

44
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RICH
FRONING

Known as the Fittest Man on Earth,™ Rich Froning brings a wealth of 
knowledge to Reebok that spans from performance, to fit, and durability. 
Seemingly unbeatable, Rich finished first-place in the 2011, 2012, 2013, and 
2014 CrossFit Games, and  in 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019, and 2021 he led a 
team to the first-place finish in the Team category in the CrossFit Games.

WIth his collection at Reebok, Rich’s hands-on approach has lead to his 
apparel and footwear line that is uniquely him. Bringing his mentality as an 
athlete into the design, through testing and production, ensures a product 
that will stand any level of performance.

He focuses on the small details, ensuring that all his favorite aspects of 
past Reebok products are brought together creating the most versatile, 
functional and hard-wearing apparel and footwear available for athletes. 
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CA
RD

I B
Launched in 2021, brand ambassador Cardi B and Reebok 
collaborated to create their first-ever apparel collection 
and matching footwear to empower women to remain 
true to themselves. The collection draws inspiration 
from the 90s with nods to vintage Reebok apparel and 
Cardi’s distinct memories of summers on Coney Island. 
Designed with the female figure in mind, the collection 
is available in a size-inclusive range intended for all fans.

47
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MYLES
GARRETT

Reebok has officially announced that Cleveland Browns all-defensive pro 
Myles Garrett will be joining the family, delivering  new energy to Reebok’s 
classics, running, cross-training and heritage basketball categories. 
Myles will  participate in product testing initiatives to provide feedback 
on performance improvement, and  will be lacing up silhouettes like the 
Question, Classic Leather, Floatride and more.

“Growing up admiring all-time greats like Allen Iverson, Shaq, and Shawn 
Kemp I’m extremely excited to be joining the Reebok family,” said Garrett. 
“I really pride myself on having a lot of interests off the field so to be 
working with a brand that promotes individuality and encourages people 
to pursue the things that bring them joy is incredible. I’m looking forward to 
showcasing more of who I am on and off the field to help better establish 
the brand in performance and lifestyle.”
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COLLABORATIONS
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICERIC EMANUELKANGYUK

KEITH HARING

A$AP NAST MONOCHROME

PRINCEMAISON MARGIELABAIT

EAMES

VICTORIA BECKHAM
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FASHION

VICTORIA BECKHAM

CURRENT COLLABORATIONS
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CURRENT COLLABORATIONS
CULTUREPOP
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STREETWEAR
CURRENT COLLABORATIONS

NICOLE MCGLAUGHLIN

54



ACTIVATING REEBOK
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In partnership with Alabama State University and the ACLU, the 
Reebok Human Rights Awards honor an extraordinary few who 
put in the work to help dismantle systemic racism.

Historically, the Reebok Human Rights Awards were committed 
to illuminating the work of young, dedicated activists. With a 
legacy of more than 80 recipients from nearly 40 countries, the 
awards have aimed to unify our global community for good.  
 
Today, young activists continue to inspire change. While the 
tactics and tools have evolved, the mission remains the same 
30 years later — protect and uphold the rights of each and every 
human on this planet.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Reebok is constructing a brand new reality: one where plastics 
get a second life and shoes are made from things that grow. It’s a 
small step toward a more sustainable future for everyone.

At Reebok, sustainability is measured by the following product 
categories: [REE]GROW, [REE]CYCLED, vegan, better cotton, 
organic cotton, and color with care

By 2030, Reebok’s goal  
is to have 100% of product  

be sustainable.
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1411 Broadway, 21st Floor, New York, NY 10018

212.760.2410 | authenticbrands.com

THIS BOOK IS FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY AND IS NOT INTENDED FOR RESALE OR EXTERNAL DISTRIBUTION.




